E-CERTIFICATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ABSTRACT

Now days we could see our Institutions are providing scholarships policies for few Poor and Minority students, who cannot afford money for their further Education and also for few Merit Students. So in order to apply for scholarship they are facing many problems by posting their all certificates etc to respective offices. And now a days we could even see many fake certificates are produced for sake of scholarship due to which eligible persons are not getting the scholarship and un-eligible are getting benefited.

So in order to overcome such problems we are designing a website called E-Certification management system. It gives complete online application form for applying scholarship and also it verifies the information online which is provided by student by retrieving data from respective college of student, local M.R.O office etc. Our goal is to make a website through which only eligible persons should get benefitted by scholarship policy.

E-Certification Management System is a website for the Eligible student of scholarship, who wants to apply for scholarship online. E-Certification Management System is a website. This site is developed for the student who wants to apply for scholarship. The main goal of this project is to get the scholarship for only the persons who are eligible for it. To apply for scholarship the first thing the person is to be is a student by the help of his/her unique id of college he/she could go for further applying process. Here every data gets retrieved online and verified. It provides scholarship only for eligible students.